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Featured artist

Ped r o R a fa el G o n zá l e z C h ava jay
The Center is pleased to highlight the work of Pedro Rafael González Chavajay, a Maya Tz’utuhil artist from San Pedro LL,
Sololá Guatemala. Our work in Guatemala is critical now more than ever. The Maya, Xinka, and Garifuna people are faced
with grave human rights violations due to conflicts over natural resources, most of which are found in their lands and
territories. Indigenous people’s rights of self-determination over their lands, territories, and natural resources have little
protection under Guatemala’s current legal framework. The Center is working to change this. As we share more from the
artist, please consider a donation to the Center to help us continue the work to protect indigenous rights around the world.
As a child, Pedro was inspired by his grandfather who was the first Maya artist from San Pedro. In fifth grade, Pedro’s
grandfather gave him a set of water colors to practice painting on his own. Shortly after, Pedro was forced to leave school
and move to Guatemala City to work as a gardener. In the City he visited his uncle, Jose Antonio González, a painter
who sold his work on the street. Pedro moved in with his uncle, sketching subjects on canvas for the older man to paint.
Learning from his uncle’s techniques with oils, Pedro soon began creating his own paintings, and on Sundays the two
wandered the city, trying to sell paintings near the expensive hotels.
Pedro worked with his uncle for a year, but after the great earthquake of 1976 he moved back to San Pedro and continued
painting on his own. After getting a job as a bilingual grade school teacher, he no longer needed to produce tourist art,
and he could finally afford to be more original and detailed. His paintings became the most accomplished and richly
colored of all the Mayan painters. Benjamin González, a promoter and the brother of established painters Mariano and
Matias, loved cousin Pedro’s paintings and invited him to be part of their group. For five years, the three artists were
known as the “Brothers González Chavajay,” becoming famous throughout Guatemala, and with exhibitions in greater
Latin America, the U.S. and Japan. Although independently successful today, he still remains a major figure in their circle.
Select excerpts from Amit May Fine Arts website.
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our

missi on
The Indian Law Resource Center provides legal
assistance to indigenous peoples of the Americas to
combat racism and oppression, to protect their lands and
environment, to protect their cultures and ways of life, to
achieve sustainable economic development and genuine
self-government, and to realize their other human rights.
The Indian Law Resource Center seeks to overcome
the grave problems that threaten Native peoples by
advancing the rule of law, by establishing national and
international legal standards that preserve their human
rights and dignity, and by challenging the governments of
the world to accord justice and equality before the law to
all indigenous peoples of the Americas.
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Consecrating the corn, 2005
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pur po s e s & g oa ls
Indian nations and tribes and other indigenous communities throughout the world
are afflicted by poverty, poor health, and discrimination. Many Native communities
are subjected to grave human rights abuses. Indian land and natural resources
are often expropriated or degraded. When indigenous peoples are deprived of
their ways of life and their ties to the Earth, they suffer. Many have disappeared
completely. Profoundly aware that when any culture ceases to exist, the whole
world is diminished irrevocably, the Indian Law Resource Center’s principal goal is
the preservation and well-being of Indian and other Native nations and tribes.
We provide legal assistance without charge to Indian nations and other indigenous
peoples in the United States and throughout the Americas.
The Center has an international Board of Directors, and it is a Non-Governmental
Organization in consultative status with the United Nations Economic and Social
Council. We are a tax-exempt organization under section 501(c)(3) of the Internal
Revenue Code. We are funded entirely by grants and contributions from Indian
nations, foundations, and individuals. The Center accepts no government support.
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Pr esi d en t ’s M essag e

”

We know it will take a broad coalition of Native leaders demanding change to make implementation of the Declaration a reality.
Jefferson Keel, president of the National Congress of American Indians, called for a review of all federal laws to ensure they comply
with the Declaration. Many tribes have embraced the Declaration and have begun to demand law and policy changes that better
protect their communities.
We are happy and deeply moved that our years of effort to raise awareness about violence against Native women and the need to
expand tribal authority have met with great success. The Violence Against Women Act has been renewed, and the partial restoration
of tribal authority is one of the most important legal developments in a generation. We will continue to provide legal advice to Native
women’s organizations and Indian nations on ways to strengthen tribal criminal authority and increase tribes’ capacity to prevent
violence and punish offenders on their lands. This is an important step toward curbing the epidemic of violence against Native
women. As we have reported, Native women are more than twice as likely to be stalked than other women and, even worse, on some
reservations, are murdered at a rate ten times the national average. We are clear, this epidemic must be stopped.
The Center’s work in Guatemala is critical. We are providing legal help to the Maya Q’eqchi’ community of Agua Caliente, Lot 9,
which is threatened by a planned nickel mine on their land. The situation took a deadly turn this year when community President
Rodrigo Tot’s son was killed, apparently because of the family’s opposition to the mine. We asked the Inter-American Commission
on Human Rights to order the government to protect Tot’s family and others, and the Commission did so. We are monitoring the
situation, which remains tense, to ensure the highest level of safety for the Tots and for the entire community.
Urgent and unmet human needs remain in Native communities in this country and in practically every country of the Americas.
Terrible economic conditions and shocking human suffering continue on so many Indian reservations. Casinos are meeting only
a small part of this need. And even worse, Indian and Alaska Native governments are not able to solve these problems because
they suffer under unjustifiable and unconstitutional legal restrictions. Indian lands and resources are still vulnerable to taking and
destruction by others because they are not really protected by the law, especially in other countries. Human rights must be truly
respected, and better laws and mechanisms are needed to protect the rights of indigenous peoples. There is still so much to be done,
and we are committed to doing even more.
I am grateful for each individual donation, as well as the generous support of the Ford Foundation, Lannan Foundation, The Atlantic
Philanthropies, The Overbrook Foundation, Charles Stewart Mott Foundation, The Libra Foundation, Mitsubishi Corporation
Foundation for the Americas, and the U.S. Human Rights Fund. I am also grateful to many Indian nations and organizations, as well
as non-indigenous allies, for their support and partnership.
Thank you all for your support.

Robert T. Coulter, President and Executive Director
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—Robert T. Coulter

A

Ceremonia Maya, 2003

“

Human rights must
be truly respected,
and better laws and
mechanisms are
needed to protect the
rights of indigenous
peoples. There is
still so much to be
done, and we are
committed to doing
even more.

s we approach our 35th anniversary, we are energized and optimistic about the future. As you will read in this Annual Report,
we have made important advances in protecting the rights of indigenous peoples throughout the Americas. Native leaders
everywhere are encouraged by the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous People and, with it, the new opportunities
to seek fundamental changes that will give them a chance to preserve their cultures and thrive as self-governing peoples. The
prospects for achieving real change are better than ever.

Law Reform

Day of Ceremonies in chichicastenango, 1998
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Im plem ent i n g t h e UN D e c l arati on an d chan gi n g fe de ral law

C

hanging the unjust and unworkable legal framework applied to Native tribes is
the core of our work in the United States. Indian and Alaska Native nations live
under a system of federal law that is unconstitutional, obsolete, and so deeply
flawed that it makes it all but impossible for Native nations to improve their
economic and social conditions.

or remedy these failures. The book describes the major elements of law that would make
up a new framework of law that is consistent with the United States Constitution and
consistent with the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. Tribes and
lawyers eager for long-term change will find in the book a blueprint for possible legal
reforms as well as the scholarly analysis and legal justification for these changes.

The plenary power doctrine, for example, supposedly gives the federal government
almost limitless power over Native nations, including power to control and dispose
of all their property and to control all of their tribal affairs. Congress claims “plenary
power” to violate treaties with Indian nations, usually without any liability. The Supreme
Court has ruled that the federal government may confiscate lands and resources owned
by tribes since time immemorial without any compensation and without due process
of law. The government manages or controls most Indian land, often mismanaging the
land and resources, and it often fails to account for the resources and moneys owed to
the tribes and individuals that own the land and resources.

We are engaged in many kinds of work for legal change
• We are providing legal assistance, without charge, to tribes seeking reforms or
making recommendations for changing fundamental elements of federal Indian
law, such as recommendations to the Indian Trust Reform Commission.

Clarifying and improving current federal Indian law is absolutely necessary for Indian
nations to gain meaningful control of their lands and improve their economic and social
well-being. Tribes could solve their own problems if they had a genuine opportunity and
if the law applied to them were reasonably fair and consistent with the Constitution.
What We are Doing
The Indian Law Resource Center is helping tribes build a national campaign to change
the most unworkable elements of federal Indian law. The United Nations Declaration on
the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, which we helped to win, has encouraged many Indian
nations to seek long-needed changes using the Declaration as an agenda for change.
In 2012, our ground-breaking book, Native Land Law: General Principles of Law Relating
to Native Lands and Resources, was published by West, the largest legal publisher in the
United States. The book, edited by Robert T. Coulter, the Center’s Executive Director,
was written largely by him and other Center attorneys. The book identifies the major
failures of federal Indian law and sets forth 17 general principles of law that would clarify

• We are providing briefings and training sessions for Native nations to inform them
about the UN Declaration and how it can be transformed into concrete proposals
and actions to secure a better legal framework applying to Indians and Alaska
Natives.
• We have formed a Law Reform Advisory Committee of experienced Native leaders
to guide our work, especially our work to build a national campaign.
• We are providing educational briefings for federal officials and employees to help
them better understand the UN Declaration and the need to improve federal Indian
law. We expect to hold briefings for congressional staff in 2013.
• We are also educating lawyers and law students and are planning new materials and
texts for use in law schools.
• We are using formal briefings and a variety of communication methods to build
understanding among decision makers, federal officials and employees, and the
general public to win their support for law reform. We use our website, social media
networks, and videos and other multi-media for education and building awareness.
We have also produced and published a series of articles about legal reform aimed
at the public, the federal government, and tribal leadership.
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Law Reform
“

For an unimaginable
length of time, those
who have terrorized
our women in our
most sacred places,
in our relationships,
in our homes, and on
our land, have gone
unprosecuted. Now
that time has come
to an end and justice
and security will
flourish.

”

—Juana Majel, 1st Vice President of the
National Congress of American Indians
and Co-Chair of its Task Force on Violence
Against Women
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S A FE WOM EN , ST RONG NATIONS

O

ur work to stop violence against Native women helped achieve a historic change by restoring in part the authority of tribes to
punish such violence when committed on reservations. The problem is horrific. Violence against Native women has become
an epidemic in the United States. One in three Native women will be raped in her lifetime, and six in ten will be victims of
physical assault — rates twice as high as any other population in the United States. Grandmothers, mothers, aunties — they
talk about what they will do when their daughters are sexually assaulted. When, not if.
Too often, these crimes go uninvestigated and unpunished. In 1978, the federal government stripped tribes of their authority to
prosecute crimes committed by non-Indians. Today, non-Indians comprise 76% of the population in American Indian areas and 68%
of the population in Alaska Native villages. They also commit 88% of the violent crimes against Native women. The state and federal
authorities responsible for investigating and prosecuting these crimes have failed Native women miserably. Between 2005 and 2009,
United States attorneys declined to prosecute the vast majority — some 67% — of sexual abuse and related matters referred to their
offices from Indian country.
Native women are protected less and denied meaningful access to justice just because they are Native and have been assaulted on an
Indian reservation.
Our Safe Women, Strong Nations project seeks to end this human rights crisis. We partner with Native women’s organizations and
Indian nations to raise awareness — both domestically and internationally — and to push for strong federal action restoring tribal
criminal jurisdiction. We also provide training and legal advice to advocates and tribes to increase and strengthen their capacity to
prevent and punish violent offenses on tribal lands.

Our work to raise international awareness adds world pressure on the United States to fulfill its human rights obligations. International
human rights experts are responding to our efforts, and last year repeatedly called on the United States to take action to combat the
horrific rates of violence against Native women in this country.
This international attention, along with the debate over the reauthorization of the Violence Against Women Act (VAWA), put violence
against Native women at the forefront of conversation in 2012. We also called attention to the discriminatory laws that have left tribes
as the only governments in the country without authority to protect women from domestic and sexual violence in their communities.
We brought media attention to this injustice by creating powerful videos and by issuing press releases, writing commentaries, and
granting interviews. We provided trainings for Native advocates and others on how to create fairer, more just laws to protect Native
women.
We and our partners — the National Congress of American Indians Task Force on Violence Against Women, the National Indigenous
Women’s Resource Center, and others — also fought to strengthen VAWA by arguing for provisions to restore tribal criminal authority
over non-Natives. We amplified the voices of VAWA activists through online petitions, and our videos and educational materials were
well-used resources in advocacy from Indian country to Capitol Hill. Although the Senate passed a strong bipartisan bill with tribal
provisions, the House of Representatives stripped out those protections in their version.
However, Congress acted quickly in 2013, passing a bipartisan VAWA with provisions to restore concurrent tribal criminal jurisdiction
over non-Natives in instances of domestic violence, dating violence, and violations of protective orders. On March 7, 2013, President
Obama signed the Violence Against Women Reauthorization Act of 2013 into law.

Tulalip Tribes Vice Chair Deborah Parker and Theresa
Sheldon provide an honor song for Native women at a
luncheon in Washington, D.C.
—Photo by Michael Woestehoff, NIGA.

Native women’s advocates rallied in Washington D.C. in
June 2012 to support the Violence Against Women Act.
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Law Reform

A

shocking example of the unfairness of federal law to Indian tribes is the recent treatment of the Timbisha Shoshone Tribe,
a small tribe in Death Valley, California. Some years ago, the Timbisha Shoshone Tribe and other Western Shoshone tribes
were awarded compensation by the Indian Claims Commission, and the money was placed in the U.S. Treasury in trust for
the tribes. Then, in 2004, Congress passed an act taking all of the money away from the tribes and ordering the money to be
distributed to individual Indians — not necessarily members of the tribes. Congress made up its own rules about who would get the
money. The tribes were left with nothing out of the money they had been awarded. More than $140 million was simply taken from
them without compensation and without due process of law.
With our help, the Timbisha Shoshone Tribe fought back by suing to stop the taking of the fund on the ground that taking the Tribe’s
money without compensation or due process is a violation of the U.S. Constitution. We filed suit in 2010. Certainly, if this case involved
the taking of money from anyone other than an Indian tribe, the taking would be barred by the Constitution. The federal government
argued that because the money belonged to a tribe, Congress could take all the money and give it to others. Indeed, the federal
government argues that it can take or dispose of all money and property belonging to any tribe, without any restriction at all and with
no obligation to compensate the tribe. Obviously, this is unjust and discriminatory.
The federal government also argued that the Timbisha Shoshone Tribal Council could not sue the federal government unless the federal
government itself recognized the Tribal Council. The Department of the Interior withdrew its recognition of the Tribal Council. Later,
when the case was on appeal, the Department installed a new tribal government in complete violation of federal law and the Timbisha
Shoshone Constitution as well. Then Interior Department lawyers argued that the lawsuit could not go on because the Timbisha Tribal
Council had been replaced by the Interior Department. The government lawyers argued in court that the Department of the Interior
had the absolute authority to simply do away with any tribal government in order to prevent it from suing. Although this is not the law,
the Court of Appeals accepted the argument and dismissed the case in 2012. Again, the absolute and legally uncontrolled power of the
federal government was used to prevent a small Indian tribe from protecting itself and its resources. This could not happen to others —
only to Indian tribes.
The Timbisha Tribe has not stopped its fight, but is carrying on another federal suit challenging the Interior Department’s illegal
actions in installing a new and unlawful Timbisha government. We are helping with that suit and helping the Tribe take other steps to
challenge the power of the federal government, including seeking fresh administrative review, gathering federal documents about this
problem, and finding ways to stop non-members of the Tribe from voting and controlling the Tribe.
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This small tribe of mostly traditional Timbisha people has been deprived of almost everything by the federal government and yet fights
on against the federal government’s unconstitutional “plenary power” and its illegal actions. We will continue to fight alongside them as
long as necessary.
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”

—Jefferson Keel, President of the National
Congress of American Indians, 10th Annual
State of Indian Nations Address

C h a l l e n gi n g the p l e n ary p owe r rule:
T h e Battl e of the ti mbi s h a shos h one Tr ibe

The last dance of the dead person, 2002

“

We call on the
President to fully
implement the United
Nations Declaration
on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples.
We specifically call
for a review of all
existing federal laws
to ensure they are
in alignment with
the Declaration.

La n d Right s
M aya Q’e qchi ’ Lan d an d Re s ourc e Rights

T

he safety of the Agua Caliente community and other Maya Q’eqchi’ communities in El Estor, Guatemala, is under grave threat
due to a deposit of nickel that lies beneath their land. Guatemala granted permission for a mine without consulting Agua
Caliente or the other communities affected. We are providing legal assistance to stop the mine and protect the land and the lives
of Agua Caliente community members.

After exhausting the possibility of a remedy in domestic courts, we filed a petition with the Inter-American Commission on Human
Rights concerning the violation of the community’s rights to property, self-government, due process of law, and judicial protection
by the state of Guatemala. The purpose of the case is to pressure the government of Guatemala to stop the mine and respect the Maya
Q’eqchi’s right to their lands and resources.

The Agua Caliente community is among the Maya
Q’eqchi’ communities living in El Estor, Guatemala.

Opposition to the mine has brought serious consequences. The mining company is using threats and deadly violence to intimidate
Agua Caliente and the surrounding communities. Agua Caliente leader Rodrigo Tot is on the front line of the legal effort to stop the
mine. In October 2012, Rodrigo's son was shot and killed; his death is believed to be retribution for the family’s public opposition
to the mine. The murder spurred the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights to grant the Center’s request for governmentenforced protective measures to safeguard Rodrigo, his family, and others whose lives have been threatened. The Commission also
ordered Guatemala to immediately investigate and punish those responsible for the assassination and the continued threats.
The Maya Q’eqchi’ cultural and spiritual beliefs are deeply rooted to their lands, lands that are critical for their physical, economic, and
cultural survival. As we wait for the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights to review our petition, we are helping the Maya
leaders to build support for their case and for their human rights. We continue to encourage precautionary measures be put in place to
protect the entire Agua Caliente community.

Agua Caliente leaders work with Center staff to draft a
plan to gain international support for their rights.
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Moh awK Nat i o n La n d R i g h ts an d th e
R igh t to e q ua l i t y b e fo r e th e l aw

S

ome of our most important legal work helps Indian nations protect — and
sometimes regain — their homelands. We continue to represent the traditional
government of the Mohawk Nation, which has been fighting for many
generations to recover a part of its homelands stolen from them over 200 years
ago by the State of New York in violation of federal law. Our work includes a major law
suit to recover lands and compensation. After arguing against attempts by defendants to
get the case dismissed, we won a partial victory in September 2012. While many of the
Mohawks’ land claims were dismissed, a central 2,000-acre area was found to constitute
a claim the Mohawk parties should be allowed to prove. This recommendation by a
magistrate judge will be reviewed and possibly changed by the District Court judge. In
either event, appeals will likely follow.
For more than a generation, we have carried on this case to recover ownership of lands
where many Mohawks continue to live. We are doing it both to benefit the Mohawk
Nation but also to demand that laws benefitting Indians be enforced by the courts and
that the courts accord Indian nations equality before the law. We believe this case may
yet result in a small measure of justice for the Mohawk Nation.

Rapa Nui

T

he Center continues to provide legal counsel to 32 indigenous clans on
the island of Rapa Nui, commonly known as Easter Island, a colony of
Chile. The Rapa Nui people are trying to regain authority over their
island and recover their ancestral lands.

The Rapa Nui people have had a bitter colonial relationship with Chile, dating back to
1888, when the island and its inhabitants began to be treated as the property of Chile.
The Rapa Nui people were unlawfully confined to a small area; the remainder of the
island was leased to private enterprises. During the years the Rapa Nui were interned,
which lasted until 1966, Chile ignored the clans’ land ownership and sold their lands to
private companies and developers.
Control of tourism and immigration are central issues, because each year Rapa Nui
attracts tens of thousands of visitors who come to see the iconic stone figures that have
made the island famous. The Rapa Nui clans want real governing authority over these
and other issues that affect them so greatly. Chilean policies too often fail to protect the
environment and the rights of the Rapa Nui people. Some of the island's archeological
sites, which have deep cultural and spiritual significance for the Rapa Nui people, have
been disturbed to make way for projects such as parking lots and restrooms.
We are advising the Rapa Nui clans about their right of self-determination and about steps
they may wish to consider for protecting their lands and their human rights generally.
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H u man Rig h ts
Win ni ng H u man R i g h t s

O

Massacre in santiago atitlan, 1990
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ne of the Center’s hallmarks has been our success in using international human rights law in creating new international
standards that advance and protect indigenous peoples’ human rights. Our role in helping Indian leaders initiate and win
adoption of the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples is a major part of Indian Law Resource
Center history. We have continued to help Native nations build on that legacy by helping them take steps toward ensuring the
rights in the UN Declaration can be exercised and enjoyed.
The World Conference on Indigenous Peoples, which will be held in September 2014, presents a superb opportunity to demand
action from United Nations member countries — action that can give real effect to the UN Declaration. In 2012, we began the process
of building consensus on proposals Indian nations and indigenous peoples would like to see adopted by states during the World
Conference. Winning a formal decision to create a body in the United Nations responsible for monitoring and implementing the UN
Declaration has started to emerge as a priority among many Native leaders. This idea is well within the realm of possible outcomes
of the Conference. We are providing information and legal assistance to help Native nations and leaders champion this and other
recommendations and effectively participate in World Conference preparations and gatherings.
We have also continued to press for the adoption of an American Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples by the Organization
of American States. A strong American Declaration would not only affirm, but clarify and build upon the rights recognized in the UN
Declaration. Draft articles of the American Declaration have more explicit protections for indigenous peoples’ lands and resources,
including subsurface resources and carbon resources. There are also proposals to address critical issues left out of the UN Declaration,
such as the rights of indigenous peoples living under internal armed conflict and the rights of those in voluntary isolation and in initial
contact. An American Declaration also holds the promise of a more thorough treatment of the rights of indigenous women.

Kenneth Deer, Secretary of the Mohawk Nation of
Kahnawake in Canada, addresses leaders participating
in the negotiations of the American Declaration on the
Rights of Indigenous Peoples in Washington, D.C.
—Photo by Leonardo Crippa

The Center helped indigenous leaders prepare for and participate in the 14th round of negotiations on the draft American Declaration,
which took place in April 2012. During the negotiations, consensus was reached on articles regarding spirituality, treaty rights, and
rights to lands and resources, cultural heritage, and intellectual property. However, much of the draft text remains unsettled. We
continue to campaign to win United States support for the American Declaration and we are urging federal officials to re-engage and
take a leadership role in the negotiations. We are also supporting the Navajo Nation’s efforts to plan and host a negotiation session in
Navajo territory in 2013.

OAS member states participate in the 14th round of
negotiations on the draft American Declaration on the
Rights of Indigenous Peoples in Washington, D.C.
—Photo by Leonardo Crippa
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H u man Rig h ts
R EDD+ : M aki n g Cl i mate Pol i ci e s Re spect Indigenous Rights

T

he Center is bringing our expertise and voice to shaping and strengthening climate change programs and policies so they
respect the rights of indigenous communities.

REDD+, which stands for Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degradation, is one of the largest initiatives
addressing climate change. The concept behind REDD is simple: reward forest owners in developing countries for conserving their
forests rather than cutting them down. Much of the remaining standing forests are on indigenous peoples’ lands — indigenous peoples
care for over 20% of Earth’s land surface, directly maintaining nearly 80% of the planet’s remaining biodiversity. Because of this,
governments, conservation groups, and private investors who are eager to gain access to REDD funds are taking over indigenous forest
lands. It is critical that REDD+ programs include strong protections for the rights of indigenous peoples.

Indigenous leaders gather at the United Nations
Conference on Sustainable Development (Rio +20) in Rio,
Brazil. Rio de Janeiro, Brazil in June 2012.

“

Our knowledge, our
technologies, our
education, our way
of life, our customs,
our harmonious
lifestyle and
ancestral practices—
that is sustainable
development.

”

—Mario Santi of the Sarayaku people
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In 2012, the Center prepared a major study, the “International Law Principles for REDD+: The Rights of Indigenous Peoples and the
Legal Obligations of REDD+ Actors,” to educate indigenous leaders and policymakers about the rights of indigenous peoples and the
legal obligations of countries and institutions involved in REDD+. We provided technical information and legal support to indigenous
communities wanting to learn more about REDD+ and wanting to defend their lands and natural resources.
We also advocated within the World Bank and the United Nations’ UN-REDD Programme, two of the key institutions implementing
REDD+ projects, to create protections for indigenous resources and rights. The Center has been pushing both institutions to recognize
the crucial role that indigenous peoples play in protecting forests and combating climate change. We are urging the adoption of policy
safeguards that are consistent with the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples.

Multilateral Development Banks:
Indigenous Peoples and the Environment

T

In addition, the Center works to change the policies of development banks. We believe
that these institutions are obligated to respect international human rights law and to
implement the standards in the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples.
Our work includes informing indigenous leaders about policy developments at the
World Bank and advocating for stronger safeguards to protect their rights. We also
work to educate and engage United Nations agencies on the human rights impacts of
development banks and the important role the agencies can play in improving bank
policies and practices. We successfully urged the UN Permanent Forum on Indigenous
Issues to address the impacts of development bank financed activities on indigenous
peoples; a special session on the subject was held during the Permanent Forum session
in May 2013.

Maya women, 2000

Development projects, such as dams and forestry initiatives, often result in severe
human rights violations for affected communities. Harmful projects are often developed
and implemented without the participation or consent of the local community that
will be impacted. This is particularly true for Indian peoples in Mexico and Central and
South America. For this reason, we are working to develop binding international law
that will require the World Bank and other such banks to respect and protect human
rights in relation to the projects they fund.

© Pedro Rafael González Chavajay, courtesy www.artemaya.com

he Center is working globally to create a legal framework to protect indigenous
communities and their lands and environments from harmful development
projects financed by multilateral development banks, such as the World Bank
and the Inter-American Development Bank.

E nvi ronmen ta l Pr ote ct io n
Pr ot ect i ng  A l a s k a’ s R i v e rs

T

he Center has continued to help Alaska Native nations and villages expand
their legal and technical capacity to protect and clean up their lands and waters.
Watershed protection is one of the most critical issues for Native peoples in
Alaska, because rivers are often, literally, a lifeline for their subsistence lifestyles
and traditions.

We work with the Yukon River Inter-Tribal Watershed Council (YRITWC), a coalition
of 70 sovereign Alaska Native and Canadian First Nation governments committed to
restoring the Yukon River and protecting the watershed from pollution. The watershed
is comprised of millions of acres spread along 2,300 miles of river. Activities and
discharges in the watershed have contributed to the declining health of the river
and of Native people in the region. In 2012, we worked with YRITWC to complete a
report examining how Alaska Native and Canadian First Nations fit within the overall
environmental jurisdictional scheme, the challenges created by this scheme, and the
primary entities within each government — federal, state, territorial, and Native — that
address environmental conservation issues in the watershed. Understanding the distinct
jurisdictional mandates will help Native nations advocate for improved wastewater
management and other strategies to clean up and protect the watershed.
A few years ago, we helped Alaska Native villages establish the Kuskokwim River
Watershed Council to promote consensus based environmental stewardship in the
Kuskokwim region. At 825 miles, the Kuskokwim is the longest free flowing river in
the United States. The vastness of this region, along with the fact that the villages are
incredibly remote and isolated from each other, highlights the important role this
group can play to facilitate cooperation in protecting the environmental integrity of
the watershed. We look forward to providing further support to the Kuskokwim River
Watershed Council with efforts to protect the Kuskokwim region.
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Fort B e l kn ap Reservation: Protecting
Wate r Qual i ty

T

he Center continues to serve as legal counsel to the Assiniboine and Gros Ventre
Tribes in Montana to address the environmental damage caused by two gold
mines adjacent to the Fort Belknap Indian Reservation. Through lawsuits and
public pressure, we helped the Tribes shut down the Zortman and Landusky
mines — once the largest heap-leach gold mines in North America — and demand the
first-ever complete reclamation of the open-pit mines. Although the mines are now
closed and most reclamation is complete, our partnership continues.
During the 20 years we have worked with the Tribes, the strategy has shifted from
litigation to cooperation. The Center is helping the Tribes coordinate with state and
federal agencies to monitor the progress of the reclamation efforts and resolve the
remaining water quality issues. While there have been significant improvements in water
quality, pollution often exceeds state water-quality standards. We remain committed to
supporting the Tribes’ work to clean up past contamination and ensure they are able to
protect their lands from future environmental threats.

HA ND BOOK FOR C ONSER VATIONISTS

I

The Center is producing a book to help close this knowledge gap. Our
handbook for conservationists will lay out the basics of what they need
to know about Native tribes, from elementary questions about Indians
and Native nations that most people are afraid to ask — who is an
Indian and what are federally recognized tribes? — to complex legal
issues regarding ownership and regulatory authority of Native nations,
states, and the federal government over lands, resources, and the
environment in Indian country.
We are writing chapters of the handbook and gathering resources
and references to include. In 2012, one of the chapters was published
in Tribes, Land, and the Environment, one in a series of books that
examines property in terms of its ability to advance social justice.
The chapter we contributed “Natural Allies: Conservationists, Indian
Tribes, and Protecting Native North America,” highlights how successful
collaboration is not only possible, but usually results in far better
conservation outcomes.

sacred spring, 2009

Ignorance, stereotyping, misunderstanding, and mistrust often
thwart the formation of alliances to protect threatened habitats and
species, clean up polluted lands and waters, and expand sustainable
development opportunities. We began exploring why this is and found
a part of the answer: although there is sincere interest in collaboration,
conservationists have hesitated to engage with Indian and Alaska Native
nations simply because they know little about them and how to work
with them.
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n the Center’s 35 years of work at the intersection of environmental
protection and indigenous human rights, we routinely see
conservationists and Native nations miss important opportunities to
work together to achieve their common environmental goals.

s taff
Robert T. Coulter, Executive Director

Robert, a member of the Citizen Potawatomi Nation, founded the Center in
1978. He is an attorney with more than 40 years of experience in the field of
Indian law and author of many articles in the field of Indian law and human
rights. He received his bachelor’s degree from Williams College and a law
degree from Columbia University.

Armstrong A. Wiggins,
Director of the Washington, D.C. office

Armstrong is a Miskito Indian from Nicaragua. He has been with the Center
since 1981 and has over 35 years of experience in the field of human rights.
Armstrong was a political prisoner in Nicaragua during both the Somoza
and Sandinista regimes because of his activism and leadership in promoting
human rights. He directs the Washington, D.C. office and much of the
international human rights work of the Center, managing the Mexico and
Central and South America Program.

Ethel Billie Branch, Attorney

Ethel, a citizen of the Navajo Nation, joined the Washington, D.C. office in
2011. She is a graduate of Harvard, earning her A.B. in 2001 and her J.D. and
a Master of Public Policy degree in 2008. Ethel resigned from the Center in
August 2012 and is now an associate with a law firm in Seattle, Washington.

Leonardo Crippa, Senior Attorney

Leonardo, a Kolla Indian from Jujuy, Argentina, joined the Center’s
Washington, D.C. office in 2005. He received his law degree from Universidad
Nacional de Tucumán in Argentina and a Master of Law degree from
American University Washington College of Law in 2008. He previously worked
at the Center for Justice and International Law on human rights cases within
the Inter-American system.

Hester M. Dillon, Director of Development

Hester, a member of the Cherokee Nation, joined the Center in April 2012.
She received bachelors’ degrees in Native American Studies and English
from the University of Montana, and a law degree from the University of
Arizona. Since graduating from law school in 2005, she worked for and with
tribal governments and individuals on fund raising to strengthen Native
communities and as an attorney for the Keepseagle settlement.
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Karla General, Attorney

Karla (Kawenniiostha) joined the Center in 2010 and works in the Washington,
D.C. office. Karla is deer clan and a citizen of the Mohawk Nation from
northern New York. She earned her J.D. and Master’s degree in Sociology
from Syracuse University College of Law and the Maxwell School in May 2010.

Gretchen Gordon, Attorney

Gretchen joined the Center's Washington, D.C. office in 2012. She has
extensive experience in policy advocacy, especially relating to international
social and environmental justice issues. More recently her work has focused
on energy, development and climate policy and its impacts on the human
rights of indigenous peoples in the Americas. She has a J.D. and a Master’s in
Latin American Studies from the University of California, Berkeley.

Lisa Myaya,
Communications & Development Assistant

Lisa joined the Center’s Montana office in 2007. She works on
communications and development projects and assists with office
administration. She has more than 15 years of experience in the nonprofit sector, primarily with resource conservation, education, and arts
organizations.

Fran Owens, Director of Finance & Administration
Fran joined the Center’s Montana office in January 2012 and is responsible
for the Center's administrative and financial matters. She received her
A.S. in Computer Science and Accounting from Keystone College, her B.S.
in Accounting from Wilkes University, and her M.B.A. in Finance from the
University of Scranton.

Marilyn Richardson, Assistant to the Director

Marilyn, a member of the Chippewa Tribe, joined the Center’s Montana office
in 1996. She works closely with the development staff, serves as the assistant
to the Board of Directors, and coordinates direct mail and special events.

b oard of di r e cto r s
Ginny Underwood, Director of Communications

Ginny, a member of the Comanche Nation, joined the Center in 2009. She
has more than 19 years of experience in the field of communications. Prior
to joining the Center, she served as Executive Director of Programs and
Strategic Initiatives for the communication arm of The United Methodist
Church. She received her B.A. in Mass Communications from Oklahoma City
University.

Lorena Vaca, Program Assistant

Susan M. Masten, Chairperson
Yurok—Hoopa, CA

Robert T. Coulter, President
Citizen Potawatomi—Helena, MT

Dacho Alexander

Gwichyaa Zhee Gwich'in—Fort Yukon, AK

Lorena, originally from Ecuador, joined the Washington, D.C. office in 2010.
She has worked extensively with indigenous peoples in South America,
gaining strong field experience working on climate issues in Guyana. She
holds a B.A. in Government and International Politics from George Mason
University.

Michelle Allen

Jana L. Walker, Senior Attorney

Melanie Benjamin

Jana, a citizen of the Cherokee Nation (Cherokee/Loyal Shawnee/Delaware),
joined the Center's Montana office in 2011. Prior to joining the Center, she
spent more than 24 years in private practice working with tribes and tribal
entities in the field of Indian law. Jana received her bachelor's degree in
Nursing from the University of Oklahoma and J.D. from the University of New
Mexico School of Law.

Albany, CA

Martin Avery

Navajo—Coyote Canyon, NM

Mille Lacs Band of Ojibwe—Onamia, MN

Norma Bixby, Treasurer

Northern Cheyenne—Lame Deer, MT

Carmela Curup Chajon

Maya Kaqchikel— San Juan Sacatepéquez, Guatemala

2012  I n t e r n s &  Vo lun te e rs
Rachael DeMarce—Barbara L. Anthony Fellow
Victoria Hatch—John D.B. Lewis Fellow
JoAnn Kintz
Amy Patel
Neasa Seneca—Terrence A. Sidley Fellow
Audrey Stevens
Claire Worth
Michaela Yarnell

gaiashkibos

Lac Courte Oreilles Chippewa—Hayward, WI

Terri Henry, Secretary

Eastern Band of Cherokee—Cherokee, NC

Darwin Hill

Tonawanda Seneca—Basom, NY

Lucy Simpson

Navajo—Lame Deer, MT
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co n t r i b u to r s
Foundations

contribution
“Your
to the Indian Law

Resource Center
allows us to continue
our work to provide
justice to indigenous
peoples throughout
the Americas—please
give as generously as
you can.

”

—Susan Masten, Chairperson

Alchemy Foundation
Pauline Allen Endowment
The Atlantic Philanthropies
Baker Brook Foundation
Bay & Paul Foundations
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation
Fanwood Foundation / West
Ford Foundation
Goerlich Family Foundation
Illinois Prairie Community Foundation—
Charles L. Rohrbaugh Donor Advised Fund
Lannan Foundation
The Libra Foundation
Mitsubishi Corporation Foundation
for the Americas
Montana Community Foundation
The Overbrook Foundation
The Spight Family Foundation
U.S. Human Rights Fund
Winky Foundation

Major Donors

Anonymous
Laurie Goldstein
Michael J. Hirschhorn & Jimena Martinez
Peter C. & Sherry John
Ken R. Margolis
Donal & Diane Mullineaux
Ralph Nader
Nicholas A. & Shelley M. Robinson
Adam Saunders & Galit Sarfaty
Jean Sidley in memory of Terry Sidley
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Organizations

Boston Common Asset Management
in support of Guatemala
Greater Giving, Inc.
Human & Civil Rights Organizations
of America
Independent Charities of America
Maryland Charity Campaign
Minnesota State University, Mankato in
support of Safe Women/Strong Nations
Montana State Employees
Charitable Giving Campaign
New York City Transit Authority
Partners For A Better World
PG&E Corporation
United Airlines
United Way of Central Maryland
United Way of Central New York
United Way of the National Capital Area
Wells Fargo Community Support Campaign

Indian Nations

Cow Creek of the Umpqua Tribe of Indians
Jesse Flyingcloud Pope Foundation
Kickapoo Traditional Tribe of Texas
Lac du Flambeau Band
of Lake Superior Chippewa
Mille Lacs Band of Ojibwe
Navajo Nation
Sac & Fox Nation of Oklahoma
Saginaw Chippewa Indian Tribe of Michigan
San Pasqual Band of Mission Indians
Sherwood Valley Rancheria
Winnebago Tribe of Nebraska

Individual Donors

Janis Alcorn
Dacho Alexander
Michelle Allen
Winston & Ruby Allen
Christopher Amato & Diana Hernandez
Anonymous in honor and in memory of every
indigenous community and in support of
Safe Women/Strong Nations
Anonymous (7)
Anonymous in honor of Irene Logan
Anonymous in memory of Elouise Cobell
and in support of Guatemala
Anonymous in memory of Mary Jane Fairbanks
Glenn Bacon in honor of Rachael DeMarce
June Ball in memory of Milner S. Ball
Vertis C. & Alice Belcher
Melanie Benjamin
Bethany Berger
Melvin & Donna Bergheim
in memory of Terry Sidley
Hans & Jutta Bertram-Nothnagel
Stan & Glenda Bradshaw
Bob & Debbie Brown
Raymond & Joyce Brown
Leslie Ann Brownrigg
William Calloway
Joseph R. Cesspooch in memory of
Madeline Cesspooch
Carmela Curup Chajon
David M. Chambers &
Sigrid Gentile-Chambers
Leigh Anne Chavez
Peter Chestnut
Cammie Cole
David Collins
Constance G. Cohen
Murray S. Cohen & Myrna Moran
Cindy Coulter & John Crawford
Tim Coulter & Sam Sanchez
in support of Guatemala
Martha H. Cremer in memory of
Katherine Kelley Cremer

Scott Crichton
Patricia Daharsh
John Dart
Barbara Deloria in memory of Vine Deloria Jr.
Jewel Dhuru
Hester & John Dillon
Catherine DiScala
Gary E. Divis & Catherine Lott-Divis
Judy Dixon in support of the
Permanent Endowment Fund
Richard K. Donahue
Gladwyn d'Souza in support of Guatemala
Troy Duran in honor of Wendy Barton
Wendy C. Eaton
Robert Eschbach
Karen Fairbrother in memory of Joseph A. Goldes
Joyce Fama
Thom Fassett in memory of
Keighley (Beautiful Earth) Fassett
Demian A. Fernandez
Anne & Harrison Frahn
Sharon Franklet in support of Guatemala
Denise Freeland & Paul Smyth
Frank & Esta Friedman in honor of Jana Walker
gaiashkibos in memory of Ronnie Tainter
Gary Garriott & Valerie Lamont
in support of Guatemala
Duff & Marion Gerrish
Lauretta Godbey in honor of Cheri George
Jolande Elisabeth Goldberg
in honor of David Selden
Leila Goldes in memory of Joseph A. Goldes
Mary Clare Gubbins in memory of Shelton Davis
McArthur Gunter
Gloria A. Hale-Showalter
Colin Hampson
Hurst Hannum
LaDonna Harris
Laura Harris
Louis R. Hellwig
Terri Henry
Polly Laurelchild-Hertig

Barry Hill
Darwin & Janette Hill
Colleen Huck
Jane-Sue Huff in memory of
Grandmother Ollie Napesne
Barbara Hunter
Patrick & Marilyn Hutton
Inge R. & Marge Jacobson
Chere Jiusto & Jim Robbins
Roderic Johnson & Carol Williams
Anne & Kirk Johnson
James Johnson
Kimmy K. Johnson in memory of
Biret Maret Kallio
Donald Judge
David Kairys & Antje Mattheus
Stan & Holly Kaleczyc in honor of Tim Coulter
Suzanne & Douglas Kanner
Arlene Kato in support of Rapa Nui
Philomena Matus Kebec
in support of Guatemala
Pat Kohler, Sr.
William & Regina Krummel
Dr. Wallace K. & Kate J. Kuligowski
Albert Kurki
Ira Kurzban in honor of Tim Coulter
Lois Kuter
Robert L. Kuttner
Jodi Lasseter in support of Guatemala
George & Diana Lauffer
Kristin Lems in honor of Philomena Kebec
Larry B. Leventhal
Ron & Judith Libertus
Lucy Lippard
Renee Llanusa-Cestero in memory of
Eleanor Leacock & Bea Medicine
Chris & Sara Luke in honor of their ancestors
Ronald Lukenbill
Beverly Magley
Rick J. Martin
Susan Masten
John & Marcia Maynard

Edwin McCullough
Robert & Barbara McCullough
in honor of Philomena Kebec
Linda Jansen McWilliams in memory of
Dorothy J. Burke
Bridget Meeds
Joan Miles & Tony Jewett
Walter & Virginia Miller
Marjorie & Nicholas Moscatiello
Mark Munger & Katherine Bourne in
memory of Petra Shattuck
Tammy Marie Murphy in honor of
Miriam McConeghy
Lisa Myaya & Tom Dickson in honor of
Armstrong Wiggins
Stanley M. Nayer
Bob Nichol & Phyllis Bock
Nancy & Alan Nicholson
Elaine Nonneman
Jill & Ralph Norgren in memory of
Petra Shattuck
Betty Ann Obringer
David & Kathryn Padilla
Ellie Parker
John & Eva Petoskey
Christopher Pezzola
Steve & Roberta Pieczenik
Bernard Pomerance in honor of
N. Scott Momaday
Michael W. Presley in memory of Margie Presley
Judith Rafael
Deborah Rand
Alan C. Randall
Vic & Joan Reiman in memory of
Charles Reiman
Marilyn Richardson & Victor Bjornberg
in support of Guatemala
Roger & Olive Robison
William H. Rodgers, Jr.
Kirk Rosenbaum
Jon Roush & Joyce Chinn
Harry R. Sachse

Chuck & Diane Sanders
Deborah Schaaf
Patricia Schaffer & David Weissbrodt
Holly Bander & Michael Schechtman
James W. Schmitt
Daniel Schwartz in honor of Geof Oelsner
Aliza I. Shapiro
Ellen Shatter
Taki Sidley in memory of Terry Sidley
Robert & Marion Silva
Leonard & Elaine Simon in memory of
Arthur W. Simon
Joseph Singer
Tim Speyer
Marshall Spight
Elissavet Stamatopoulou-Robbins
in support of Guatemala
Lorenz Karl Stattegger
Nancy Stearns
Doug Sternberg
Stanley F. Stevens in honor of the
Agua Caliente case
Milton Takei
Tom Trauger in honor of Tim Coulter
Stephen Trimble & Joanne Slotnik
in honor of Round River's Dine Bikeyah project
Jean B. Trousdale in memory of Joe Coulter
John & Ginny Underwood in support of Guatemala
Lorena Vaca & family in honor of
Maya Q'eqchi' people
Jana Walker & Franz Lauffer
in support of Guatemala
Tisa J. Wenger
Armstrong Wiggins in support of Guatemala
Bonnie & Barry Willdorf
W. J. Williams
Clifton & Doris Woest in honor & in memory
of Hinmaton-Yalakrit (Joseph) Nez Perc'e
Margaret Woo
Shannon D. Work
Geraldine & H. Glenn Ziegenfuss
John A. Ziegler in memory of Russell Means
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STATE
MENTS OF FINA N C I A L POSITION
for the year ended December 31					
			

ASSETS

CURRENT ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents
Certificates of deposit
Current grants receivable (net)
Other receivables
Prepaid expenses
	Total current assets
LONG-TERM GRANTS RECEIVABLE (NET)
PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT— AT COST
Net depreciable assets

2012
$514,106
50,000
423,957
4,405
18,122
1,010,590

2011
$790,178 			
49,995			
850,000			
2,485			
6,549			
1,699,207		

-

173,182		

21,032

30,309		
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OTHER ASSETS					
Deposits
1,325
1,325			
Gar Creek Seminole land purchase
420,269
420,269			
Investments, restricted
37,350
34,626			
Restricted cash
27,324
20,543			
	Total other assets
486,268
476,763			
TOTAL ASSETS
$1,517,890 $2,379,461 			

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS					

CURRENT LIABILITIES					
Accounts payable
$19,861
$32,991 			
Accrued salaries and vacation payable
32,822
27,740			
Payroll taxes payable
5,427
4,691			
Other accrued expenses
248			
	Total current liabilities
58,110
65,670		
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The first melody, 2008

NET ASSETS					
Unrestricted
230,261
682,262			
Temporarily restricted
1,173,752
1,580,568			
Permanently restricted
55,767
50,961			
Total net assets
1,459,780
2,313,791			
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS
$1,517,890 $2,379,461

			

STATE
M ENT OF ACTIVITIEs 								
for the year ended December 31, 2012		

		
						
		
Unrestricted	Temporarily	Permanently
TOTAL 2012
			
Restricted
Restricted

SUPPORT AND REVENUE								
Contributions
$75,183
$4,806
$79,989 				
Grants
372,873
335,926
708,799 				
Bequests and trusts
6,667
6,667 				
Interest
1,552
910
2,462 				
Other
3,267
3,267 				
Realized and unrealized gains on investments
548
2,095
2,643 				
Released from restriction
745,747
(745,747)
- 			
	Total support and revenue
1,205,837
(406,816)
4,806
803,827 				

EXPENSES								
Program services
998,121
998,121 				
Management and general
478,712
478,712 				
Fund raising
181,005
181,005 				
	Total expenses
1,657,838
1,657,838 				
Change in net assets
(452,001)
(406,816)
4,806
(854,011) 			

Net assets at beginning of year
682,262
1,580,568
50,961
2,313,791 				
Net assets at end of year
$230,261
$1,173,752
$55,767
$1,459,780 				
								
		
						

STATE M ENT OF ACTIVITIES 								

for
		the year ended December 31, 2011								
			
		Unrestricted	Temporarily	Permanently
TOTAL 2011				

			

Restricted

Restricted				

SUPPORT AND REVENUE								
Contributions
$76,022
$9,045
$240
$85,307 				
Grants
393,500
1,716,678
2,110,178 				
Bequests and trusts
6,382
6,382 				
Contract services
50
50 				
Interest
2,606
1,022
3,628 				
Other
2,767
2,767 				
Realized and unrealized gains on investments
693
693 				
Released from restriction
1,036,503
(1,036,503)
-				
	Total support and revenue
1,517,830
690,935
240
2,209,005 				

EXPENSES								
Program services
935,201
935,201 				
Management and general
412,596
412,596 				
Fund raising
194,887
194,887 				
	Total expenses
1,542,684
1,542,684 				
Change in net assets
(24,854)
690,935
240
666,321 				
Net assets at beginning of year
Net assets at end of year

707,116
$682,262

889,633
$1,580,568

50,721
$50,961

1,647,470 				
$2,313,791 				
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